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From Dean's Desk

DR. A. K. PANI (DEAN ACADEMICS)
It gives me immense pleasure to present before you the second edition of HR
Xpress, the annual newsletter of The Students Association for Promotion of
Personnel management, Human resources and Industrial relations at XLRI,
SAPPHIRE. The world is changing at an extremely fast pace and we must keep
ourselves abreast with the latest developments to adapt to this dynamic setting. To
that end XLRI has always been the pioneer in ushering in new ideas. Being the
leaders in the field of Human Resource Management, we take the mantle of
advancing the HR developments in the industry. Hence, I am elated to know that
SAPPHIRE has taken up an extremely interesting topic, “Has the engagement game
changed?” for this edition of the newsletter. It is heartening to see young minds ponder over and voice their ideas
on such current industry trends, the way they have done in this issue.
As we enter the new year, we continue to be driven by the spirit of “Magis”- ever greater, ever better, excellence. It
is this relentless quest of excellence that sets XLRI apart. The same spirit also runs through SAPPHIRE as they
celebrate their 31st anniversary this year. Over the past three decades SAPPHIRE has worked tirelessly to uphold
the HR legacy of XLRI. I extend my best wishes to the team for the 9th edition of their Annual HR Conference in
January. I also congratulate them on a job well done and wish them all the success in their future endeavours.

Secretary's Message

Editors' Desk

Building on our resolve to keep the HR fraternity
abreast of latest developments in the industry, it
gives me immense pleasure to launch the 2nd
edition of HR Xpress : the annual newsletter of
SAPPHIRE, XLRI. At the outset, I would like
express my sincere gratitude to Dr. Ashis Kumar
Pani, Dean Academics and Professor Jatinder
Kumar Jha whose relentless support and
guidance have given team SAPPHIRE the
confidence to keep pushing the boundaries every
year. This year features SAPPHIRE's own take on
the theme of the newsletter: Nailing Employee
Experience: Has the Engagement game
changed?

It is with great pride that we present before you
HR Xpress, the Annual Newsletter of SAPPHIRE.
Being the committee for promotion of Human
Relations at XLRI, we understand the gravity of
our position and always seek to stay on top of the
latest developments in the field. In furtherance of
this endeavour, this year the theme of the
newsletter is “Nailing Employee Experience:
Has the Engagement game changed?” through
which we analysed the dynamics of the field from
the viewpoint of the students as well as industry
experts. We extend our heartfelt gratitude to Mr.
Salil Lal, Head of plant HR at Maruti Manesar
Plant for sparing his valuable time and engaging
with us in an extremely lively discussion on the
topic. We were enriched with the experience and
hope and believe that you will feel the same. We
would also like to thank our administration and
faculty for the support and to the students who
submitted articles in large numbers for this
edition. We certainly hope that this edition will
help you, the readers, develop not only a new
perspective but develop an attitude to embrace
new changes and help you be ready to take on
new challenges that await you.

VAIBHAV AWASTHI

Keeping up with the tradition, the newsletter
comes in the midst of our preparation for the 9th
National HR conference which is going to be held
on January 18th and 19th, 2020.
I would also like to thank Mr. Salil Lal from Maruti
Suzuki pvt. Ltd. to enlighten us with the current
industry dynamics as experienced by him and his
generosity to devote his precious time to talk to
us. Last but not the least I would like to thank the
XLRI student community who have shown keen
interest to contribute to this edition of HR Xpress.
I would also like to congratulate my team for
putting up persistent efforts in bringing this
newsletter to life and we hope that the readers
find it extremely enriching and worthwhile.

PRANALI BATRA & ISHITA SAXENA

Happy Reading!

The
fundamental principle of
HR remains the “3 Fs”
Be fair, Be fast and Be
firm.

In IR,
the principle is “3C”
Courage, Conviction,
which is an offshoot of
courage and character

Failure can either be an
intelligence failure or
communication failure as
these are the two main
reasons why any issue
gets escalated.

Our team comprising of Pranali and Ishita interviewed Mr.Salil Lal,
Head of Plant HR at Maruti Manesar plant. Here are a few excerpts
from the conversation
With the growth of data, how do you think technology will change
the face of HR in future?
Data analytics is not new for HR. We also handled data but the way it is
projected now with the advent of technology it has. As somebody who
has been in the industry for almost 30 years, I can tell you we did not
have things easy and technology without a doubt has made things easy.
However, the word of caution is do not depend too much on data, do not
let it be responsible for 100 percent of your decisions or depend on it
solely. Use it only as a tool. Use it objectively for taking right decisions,
arriving at conclusions that might help. Use it but use it judiciously and
for the right reasons.
What is the skill set change that will be required for future HRs?
Basics do not change irrespective of generation, age and time period.
Follow the basics. HR is one subject where knowledge passes through
generations. I learnt it from my fathers and forefathers as they have been
in administration when it was evolving. The fundamental principle of HR
remains the “3 Fs” Be fair, Be fast and Be firm. The fundamentals for the
profession will remain the same. But what is important is to have a
complete and comprehensive understanding of the subject. When it
comes to HR, it is not just 180 degree that needs to be monitored but
there needs to be an understanding of the complete picture, irrespective
of the Industry. You need exposure especially at a younger age and at
the beginning of your career to gather understanding of the operations of
each vertical.

How do you see Industrial Relations evolving in Industry 4.0?
I have been a hardcore IR person all my life. Our field is like the medical profession, you have a speciality
and then you have a super speciality. Today nobody wants to dirty their hands in IR and there is immense
dearth of specialists. A genuine IR person behaves and requires a skill set that is very different from an
HR person.
What is this demarcation? What is the difference in the required skill set?
When it comes to IR the principle is “3C” Courage, Conviction, which is an offshoot of courage and
character. An IR person primarily deals with blue collar workers and unions irrespective of geography. The
moment you go to northern India from eastern India the socio-economic, cultural and behavioural patterns
change starkly.
How do you think Employee Engagement has evolved over the years?
Earlier people used to look at employee engagement like a compulsory investment. The idea was to
spend money, generate goodwill and a create congenial atmosphere. Now we have migrated to seeing it
as not as a compulsory activity but a full process, a part of system The job is to come up with a complete
calendar. Focus not just on the immediate outcome but on the complete process, irrespective of the
outcome. In Maruti there is quarter wise calendar for sports, cultural activities, family activities, CSR etc
calibrated location wise and division wise. We celebrate annual day each year. In Manesar plant Annual
day celebrations include everybody from MD to junior most technicians who are called with spouse and
parents. Even when we observe budget cuts due to a struggling and sluggish, we ensure that these
activities are not affected.
How do companies deal with Millennial workforce? Are there any specific changes in HR policies
keeping in view the Millennials?
We have always hired in large numbers from campuses. When we hire, we know within two years most
of them will go for higher education and that is understandable. There are certain policies we brought in
keeping in view the millennials. We have a 5-day working week for those not directly involved in
production. We also have ample opportunities in terms of career cycle management by providing them in
house options for higher studies. For this we have tie ups with a few Bschools. We ensure opportunities
of growth within the organization as well as self-development.
About the 2012 incident, what went wrong and what could have been avoided?
To be very honest, issues like these do not just happen in a moment. Something already existed for years
and there was a pertinent discomfort in the organization. There is a thin line between an IR issue and a
criminal act, and this thin line should never be crossed but in moments of heat that inevitably happen.
When such incidents happen, they are beyond any bodies control. We definitely failed as an organization
and that failure can either be an intelligence failure or communication failure as these are the two main
reasons why any issue gets escalated.
Fresh out of B School, what can students expect in their initial years when they join an
organization?
Entry level is extremely structured. First two years we give extreme importance to grooming. Those who
want plant HR roles are placed directly under the Plant HR head and for a year work as direct shadow of
the person in charge. The exposure is great, even the management trainee attends the monthly md
meeting. We invest a lot of time in ground learning and as soon as the person is confirmed they are given
the responsibility of a full function, be it the shop flor or other designated area.

SAPPHIRE's Take
Employee Experience:
The Buzzword of the HR World

“ To win in the marketplace, you must first win in the workplace”
Doug Conant,
CEO of Campbell Soup
In the early 2000s, the term ‘Employee Engagement’ had started gaining
widespread popularity. Every organization wanted an employee who was
connected and absorbed in their work, and the HR world was humming with
terms like employee satisfaction, employee commitment, among others.
Fast-forward to the present; the HR area is abuzz again; this time with a new
term- ‘Employee Experience.’
Employee Experience or EX today is often misinterpreted to be a fancy new
term for Employee Engagement, but it is not. It is an umbrella term that
encompasses various other aspects of People Management, which includes
human-centric designing, providing meaningful work, flexibility, and it aims to
incorporate employee engagement at all touchpoints that an employee has
with the organization. Employee Experience derives significantly from
customer experience (CX) management using concepts like ‘Design
Thinking,’ analytics, and improved communication models. This might be the
reason why most top organizations in the world now treat their employees just
like their customers. In fact, the year 2018 was called the ‘Year of Employee
Experience’ by Forbes Magazine.
There is an unmistakable correlation between employee experience and
productivity in organizations. Employees are today called as ‘assets’ or
‘human capital’ and have become the fundamental differentiating factor
among competing organizations. This is mainly because, with the ease of
availability of resources and technology, employees are the only
distinguishing resource and probably the most important ones too. Hence the
attraction of retention of such a workforce becomes a race among companies.
Author Jacob Morgan wrote in Forbes: “Decades ago nobody cared about the
employee experience because all the power was in the hands of employers.
Power has now shifted to the employee.”
Hence today, we are clear that the only way to a great Customer Experience
(CX) is the EX. In short, CX is the outcome of a winning EX. As SAPPHIRE,
we believe that employees are an organization’s brand and hence taking care
of them will take care of the organization.

Ereka Susan Cyril
Junior Executive Member, SAPPHIRE

Crafting Employee Experience- The new art in the HR World

With the plethora of work opportunities generated due to escalated growth in technology and the
ever-changing employee demographic, the need for companies to focus on employee experience has
skyrocketed. This rather volatile journey has seen phases ranging from employee satisfaction,
employee training to the now-familiar HR buzzword ‘employee engagement’. So, what exactly does this
term entail?
According to a recent survey conducted to measure the employee experience in different
organizations, the three main parameters taken into consideration were technology, culture and
physical space. This demonstrates a direct relationship between the availability of technology
platforms, space design, opportunities and employee engagement.
This is vividly demonstrated by the step taken by Airbnb in the year 2016 by crafting their employee
experience (EX) campaign #BelongAnywhere which focuses on the feeling of belonging to the
organization. They then employed a separate team that focussed on the EX journey which started with
the hiring process and spanned across everyday activities. Airbnb has teams working on individual
tasks that contribute towards a better employee experience and these efforts have certainly led to them
being considered a front runner in the ‘Best places to Work’ list.
With the growth and availability of technology platforms, the way data is used in different industries has
seen a major metamorphosis. Data today is a major asset and can be used not only to develop
frameworks and designs for better employee engagement but also to predict the changes that can
happen in the future. One of the uses of data in the employee engagement field is to design metrics to
measure the efficacy and the impact that the system has on the organization. Darwinbox, a Hyderabad
based HR platform has implemented the usage of a voicebot called ‘Darwin’ that allows employees to
share real-time data. Chaitanya Peddi, Co-founder of DarwinBox and Alumnus of 2010-2012 batch of
XLRI, is of the opinion that voicebots will make employee engagement intuitive and conversational.
Forbes, in 2018, introduced the world to VibeCatch, a start-up that has optimized the age-old tradition
of taking surveys to measure employee engagement. The tool works by sending frequent specifically
designed questionnaires to employees which helps managers put efforts towards achieving the right
things. Developments like these, showcase the impact technology can have on the employee
experience journey.
Recently Gallup released their survey results that reported that two out of three employees feel that
their work is not appreciated enough and that they fail to see the impact their work has on the
organization. This makes incorporation of employee engagement in the business strategy even more
essential. The future of employee experience will see frameworks that work on employee wellness,
diversity and inclusion, flexible work strategies, people analytics, recognition and rewards and
professional development. Investing in employees has proven to have the largest ROI and these
developments puts the spotlight directly on the work done by HR professionals and displays the major
impact we will have on a global scale.

Aparna Harikumar
HRM 2019-21

From Satisfaction to Engagement: A Paradigm Shift

It was a typical day in the office for Mrs. Amita Nahata. She was the owner and CEO of a
textile factory on the outskirts of Jaipur, which was built with her blood and sweat over the
past 20 years. After inspecting the entire factory she was back in her office and was going
through the last quarter’s financial reports while sipping her favorite cup of tea. The reports
were highly disappointing as they mirrored the previous trend of consistent fall in profits
which had started almost a year ago. Even after implementing a number of changes like
overhauling vendor management systems, increasing worker’s salaries and spending
heavily on marketing, things were not improving at all. Her train of thought was interrupted
by a knock on her door. It was Shyam, the manager of the factory.
Shyam informed her about a local consulting company that was willing to look into the
matter. Frustrated with failures, Mrs. Nahata agreed to give the consultants a chance. After
a rigorous exercise that lasted for around 2 months, the consultants came out with the
problem area- workers.
They conducted an employee engagement survey and found out that there was a direct
relationship between the fall in profits and the Pay For Performance system for
compensation, which was implemented the year before. Mrs. Nahata and others in the top
management had made a gross mistake while trying to increase the productivity of the
factory. They felt that by linking salaries to the total number of units produced by an
individual, they will provide enough incentive to workers to put in more effort and stay
motivated. Unfortunately, they failed to diagnose the real reason behind the stagnation of
the output in the factory. They were already the market leaders in a saturated industry.
There was no scope for improvement in their current customer segment and the only way
to grow now was to expand their market, which would, in turn, require upgradation. In other
words, the problem wasn’t a motivation issue, rather, one of capacity. They used
compensation as a solution when the actual solution required expenditure on infrastructure
and Training & Development.
This move towards Pay For Performance was seen as an insult by the workforce and
consequently led to demotivation. Attrition increased and per capita productivity fell
drastically, the total productivity and hence profits kept on falling. Mrs. Nahata was deeply
disturbed by the findings of the survey. Not only was she worried about the profits, but she
also felt an extreme sense of having betrayed the very people who were instrumental to her
success. She summoned her subordinates and ordered them to rectify the existing
systems. She also talked to the workers directly and communicated her sincere apologies
to them.
This is the story of how Mrs. Nahata’s factory was able to get past the obstacles in the path
to its growth by treating employees as an invaluable asset of the organization. They
realized that in order to succeed in the longer run, it is imperative to shift focus from
Employee Satisfaction to Employee Engagement. This paradigm shift is happening in more
and more organizations as they are realizing the importance of an engaged workforce on
total productivity. Thus, it won’t be an exaggeration to say that the engagement game is
witnessing a massive change all around the world.

Ananya Lodha
HRM 2019-21

Evolution of Employee Experience Through the Ages
Employee experience is very critical to business strategy. Employees are not mere pawns anymore.
If Customer is King, then employees today are the Ministers. Employees drive productivity,
customer satisfaction, innovation, revenue, and profits. Thus today, ‘Employee Experience’ goes
beyond old-school thoughts of compensation and performance. Employee Experience is the
‘Ecosystem’ that includes employee lifecycle (right from recruitment to outplacement) including the
employer brand, organization culture, employee's family, and their social life. Employees today are
inspired by the concepts of collaboration and a shared purpose.
In this digital world, technology can make the working process much more comfortable. It can
automate time-consuming and repetitive tasks, enabling employees to focus on more strategic
activity. Employees are advocates, promoters, influencers, and marketers; and employers are sitting
back and enjoying them fill all these roles. One should remember that even in this dynamic and
complex environment of digital transformation, it's the people who make the difference! So, now,
organizations need to incorporate tools such as people analytics that aligns people's strategy with
the business strategy. Organizations have realized that employees are the cornerstone of any
business, and their experience and well-being should be on priority. Sustainable growth cannot be
achieved without carefully and correctly understanding how people serve people. Thus, comes the
concept of Employee Experience.
Now, let's talk about the evolution of employee experience.
Stage 1: Utility: In this stage, an employer requires a set of skills which employee offers for said
payment. The employee needed a few essential resources which the employer made available.
Stage 2: Productivity: Here the approach was to optimize how employees worked, to shave off a few
seconds here and there.
Stage 3: Engagement: In this stage, the focus shifted on what the organization can do to benefit the
employees instead of just trying to extract more from them.
Stage 4: Employee Experience: This is all about creating an organization where people want to
show up. It is a long-term approach with purposeful design and focuses on cultural, technological,
physical environments, along with the desire to connect with people at a truly individual and human
level.
Organizations can become employee experience focused by starting with these steps:
1. Appreciate employees, celebrate their achievements, and reward results
Perceptions, feelings, and thoughts of employees influence business performance as well as
customer experience. Employees who receive continuous strength-based feedback are motivated
to innovate, collaborate, and perform as they feel appreciated for their efforts.
2. Nail employee engagement through exceptional workplace culture
Leaders play a crucial role in managing employee engagement. They can use employee experience
as a competitive strategic point of differentiation. Good workplace cultures share prevailing
philosophies and practices, thus empowers employees to contribute towards the organizational
goal. Be more flexible to harness productivity. Motivate them to adapt to the workplace culture.
3. Be employee-centric
Know what employees want from their employers. Listen to them. Try to understand what is keeping
them disengaged from organizational goals. Thus, measure and manage people's performance to
attract and retain exceptional talent as well as maximize business potential.
Thus, we can conclude that enhancing employee experience can prove to be a game changer in
Industry 4.0.

Silky Mukherjee
GMP 2019-20

OUR EVENTS
KEY EVENTS HOSTED BY US THIS YEAR

BATTLE
HROYALE

NATIONAL HR
COLOSSEUM

NATIONAL HR
CONFERENCE

The annual quizzing league “Battle
HRoyale” is a power packed event
consisting of multiple rounds to test
students on diverse elements that
go into making an HR Professional.
The event gathers a participation of
over 1000 candidates from the
premium B-Schools of the country
every year.

A one of a kind event, HR
Colosseum started in January 2017,
as a National level HR event with a
variety
of
innovative
events
designed to test the different
competencies of participants as they
square off against some of the
brightest minds in the country.

Running in its eighth edition, the
National HR Conference is the
flagship event of SAPPHIRE where
we provide a platform for the
stalwarts from various industries,
academics and legal practitioners to
discuss on the current trends and
challenges of HR landscape. The
conference will consist of paper
presentations, panel discussions,
lectures by industry experts and
specialized workshops.

This knowledge warfare sees the
students getting down to decipher
questions posed at them at each
round to maintain their position on
the leader board where the points
from each round are added. The
Online Battle ends with a campus
finale conducted at the National HR
Conference every year.

Colosseum plays host to a plethora
of engaging events such as
Domestic Enquiry, Employee Value
Proposition, Bridge The Gap, and
Casenomics, in turn fulfilling our
goal of spreading awareness and
interest in the field of Human
Resource Management across
thecountry.

This edition of conference is themed
as "Building an Agile Future: Curating the new business
landscape" and will feature speakers like Madhavi Lall, MD, Head HR,
India at Deutsche Bank.

CONTACT US
Facebook: sapphirexlri
Mail at: sapphire@xlri.ac.in
Contact: 9914998980
LinkedIn: sapphire-xlri

